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For audio processing techniques it is important to acquire information about
the environment where the signal was obtained. The environment is more easily
recognized from the video input than the audio. The goal of my work during my
three month stay at KU Leuven was to determine the exact position from the image.

All papers published on self-localization through a topological map use omnidi-
rectional cameras with 360 ◦ view, unlike my approach. We face the challenge of
using a camera with 180 ◦ view, which is more useful for mobile localization in the
terrain. This results in many differences in map building and the self-localization
process compared to reference papers.

Firstly, the topological line of the world [3] was made from a group of images,
although the framework had been designed for a topological map, in which case it
is necessary to use the exact position of each image [4]. Significant images were
determined which represent a group of images with similar properties and similar
position. This map building is the off-line part of the algorithm, which means that
it is not time critical. In order to find similarities the fast method SURF [1] is used.
All feature points and their description were precomputed as well for each image in
this off-line part.

Images that are obtained online are given as input to the final self-localization
algorithm. The process is divided into many levels to increase the efficiency of our
algorithm. The first level is for the first few input images. On this set only Bayesian
filtering [2] is aplied with only a few feature points and only for the precomputed
significant images from the data set. On the next set of input images the first
level algorithm is applied, which uses knowledge about the omnidirectional images
represented by the significant images with high probability. The last level makes use
of the same information as the first two levels and additionally the epipolar geometry
to obtain the accurate position of the input image. Nister’s five points algorithm [6]
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to obtain the essential matrix is used. This allows us to compute the vector to the
final position of the image [5]. Also the work done by Michal Havlena [4] during his
DIRAC intership at KU Leuven is used to determine the exact position of an image
from the dataset.

Figure 1: Reconstructed city. The probability of each significant image is indicated
by a cylinder (the height of the cylinder represents the probability). The right position
is indicated by ”A”. The similar environment, indicated by ”B” in the above figure,
will be eliminated by using the epipolar geometry.

The speed of the algoritm varied between 0.4s (for the first level) and 10s (for ac-
curate position localization). The speed is sufficient for practical use, but the slowest
part, matching, could be implemented more efficiently. In spite of the framework
design for the topological map, the algorithm was only tested for the topological
line. However we plan to test it for the topological map as well in the near future.
The algorithm seems to be useful for recognizing the position of images despite the
occurence of similar environments in data set images. We tested our algorithm on
three different scenarios which includes 1500 images in total.
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